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Abstract: The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Collection 6 (C6) aerosol
optical depth (AOD) products from the 10/3 km Dark Target (DT) and Deep Blue (DB) algorithms are
firstly evaluated using ground observed AODs by the sun photometer in Chongqing, a mountainous
mega-city in southwest China. The validation results show that MODIS AODs from 10/3 km DT
algorithm are comparable with those of the sun photometer, although there are slight overestimations.
However, the DB algorithm substantially underestimates MODIS AODs when comparing with those
of the sun photometer. Error analyses imply that the bias of surface reflectance estimation is the main
error source for both algorithms. The cloud screening scheme of the DT algorithm is more effective
than the DB algorithm. The cloud vicinity effect should be considered in the quality control processes
for both of the algorithms. A sensitivity test suggests that in complex terrain area, like Chongqing,
the collocation method in the validation of satellite products should be carefully selected according
to local circumstances. When comparing the monthly mean AODs of MODIS products with sun
photometer observations, it shows that the Terra MODIS AOD products are valid to represent the
mean statuses in summer and autumn, but the monthly mean of Aqua MODIS AODs are limited
in Chongqing.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols draw tremendous attention due to their important role in the radiative
budget [1], cloud processes [2], air quality and visibility variation [3], and human health [4]. Acquiring the
spatial distribution of aerosol characteristics is essential for better understanding the climate and the
environmental effect of aerosols. Satellite remote sensing is the most efficient way to achieve this
mission. A variety of satellite sensors are applied to monitor the aerosol distribution on global and
regional scales, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [5], the Multi-angle
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) [6], and the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances
(POLDER) [7,8]. Among the level-2 aerosol products of these sensors, aerosol optical depth (AOD)
products from MODIS are considered to be the most accurate datasets according to global validation
against ground based sun photometer observations [9]. Two MODIS onboard Terra and Aqua measure the
earth system in multiple bands since 1999 and 2002, respectively. The Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite (VIIRS) that is onboard the National Polar-orbiting Partnership (Suomi-NPP) with similar device
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configuration is expected to be the successor of MODIS [10]. These long-term continuous multi-spectral
measurements provide a great opportunity for aerosol studies.

The main sources of anthropogenic aerosols are distributed over continents and the aerosol particles
over land directly affect the living environment and human health. Hence, obtaining AOD distribution
over land areas is crucial to investigate the relationship between atmospheric pollution and human
activities. While aerosol properties are much harder to be retrieved over continents than over oceans due
to the inhomogeneity of the land surface reflectance, the land retrieval was firstly achieved over vegetated
areas using the Dark Target (DT) algorithm by MODIS science team [11]. Subsequently, the Deep Blue
(DB) algorithm was developed to fill the data gaps over scarce vegetated surfaces [12]. The DB algorithm
was implemented routinely and the retrieved results were distributed in the operational MODIS products
since Collection 5.1 (C5.1). In the latest released collection (Collection 6, C6), several upgrades were
conducted for both DT and DB algorithms, along with improvements in radiometric calibration [13].
Particularly, the implementation of the DB algorithm has been extended to all of the land areas except
for cloud or snow covered surfaces [14]. Combining MODIS DT and DB algorithms, global covering
products of aerosol properties are available over most of the land areas. Moreover, the AOD distributions
at relatively higher resolution (3 km in nadir) are reported in C6 products to meet the demand of regional
air quality research [13].

In spite of the great success of applying DT and DB algorithms over continents, an evaluation of
retrieved aerosol properties is necessary to determine the feasibility of application in relevant climate
and environmental studies. Global validation of the MODIS C5 and C6 aerosol products has been
performed adequately both over ocean and land by comparing MODIS AODs with ground based
AOD measurements [15–18]. The Expected Error (EE) envelope, containing at least 67% of the AOD
matchups, was always used to describe the accuracy of retrieved AODs [15]. Global validation against
the Aerosol Robotic NETwork (AERONET) observations revealed that the EE of retrieved 550 nm AODs
over continents is about ±(0.05 + 15%) for both the C5 and C6 DT algorithm [13,15]. More detailed
analyses of DB AOD products were conducted and the EE were related to the observation geometry as
±(0.086 + 56%)/(µ 0 + µ), where µ0 and µ were the cosine of solar zenith angle and satellite viewing
zenith angle, respectively [16]. In China, the number of nationwide or regional validations of MODIS
AOD products has been conducted. Ground based sun photometer measurements that were used
in the validations were from both stand-alone site [19] and networks, including AERONET [20–22],
the Chinese Sun Hazemeter Network (CSHNET) [23,24], and the China meteorological administration
Aerosol Remote Sensing NETwork (CARSNET) [25,26]. Most of the already implemented validations
focused on the developed regions of China, such as North China Plain, Pearl River Delta, and Yangtze
River Delta. Some aimed at special circumstances, such as arid or semi-arid areas and the mountain
regions in central China. However, validation over Sichuan Basin is sparse, despite the severely
polluted air quality in this region. The only available preliminary validations were conducted in the
plain areas, such as the Chengdu site of CARSNET [27,28] and Yanting site of CSHNET [23].

Chongqing is a megacity that is located in the mountainous region of the eastern margin of the
Sichuan Basin. The city proper covers around 5500 km2 with a population of about 8.5 million. Because of
the high pollutants emissions from intense human activities [29] and unfavorable meteorological
conditions, air pollution events occurred frequently, especially in winter [30]. The observed visibility [31],
ground based AOD measurements [32], and satellite derived AODs [33–36] show that Chongqing has
long been faced with severe air pollution problems. One way to monitor air quality is by constructing
ground-level stations and making continuous observations. But the high cost of observational instruments
and facilities limits the spatial coverage of ground-level stations. Moreover, most stations were constructed
in recent years in Chongqing. Hence, ground-level stations cannot provide long-term continuous
monitoring with high spatial coverage in Chongqing. Satellite remote sensing might be an effective method
to fill these gaps because of its abilities of monitoring air quality [37–39], providing long-term trends [40,41],
and assessing human health effects [42]. In Chongqing and surrounding areas, MODIS AOD products
have been widely used in studying the spatial-temporal variations of AODs [33,43] and establishing AOD
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climatology [35,44]. These products have great potentials to serve air quality monitoring and research.
However, MODIS AOD products have not been validated yet in Chongqing, which is characterized by
frequent cloud coverage, high surface pollutant emissions, and complex topographical and meteorological
conditions. Hence, in this paper, we use the sun photometer observations to evaluate the applicability of
MODIS AODs at Chongqing.

2. Experiments

2.1. Sun Photometer AOD

A CE318 sun photometer is deployed at the rooftop of Chongqing Monitoring Center
(29◦37′ N, 106◦30′ E), which is surrounded by typical residential areas. Thus, the monitoring site
represents the urban environment in Chongqing. The sun photometer started routinely automatic
operation in March 2010 and reported AODs every 15 min. Because of instrument maintenance and
quality control, discontinuity of the measured AOD frequently occurred. In total, 20 months between
March 2010 and December 2015 were collected for validating MODIS retrieved AODs.

The deployed CE318 sun photometer measured direct sun spectral radiances and derived AODs
at several wavelengths between 340 and 1640 nm every 15 min. The clear sky AODs were reported after
rigorous cloud screening according to the method described by Smirnov et al. [45]. In order to validate
the MODIS AODs at 550 nm, the sun photometer AODs at 440 and 650 nm were interpolated to 550 nm
based on the Angstrom Exponent (α) using formula τ550 = τ650

( 550
650

)−α
, where α = ln(τ440/τ650)

ln(440/650) .

2.2. MODIS AOD

In total, three MODIS C6 AOD products at 550 nm, DB/DT AODs at 10 km resolution and DT
AODs at 3 km resolution, are validated against the sun photometer measurements. The DT algorithm
derives AOD from observed top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance at several visible (VIS) and shortwave
infrared (SWIR) bands. A parameterization of the VIS-SWIR surface reflectance relationships reduces
the required dimensions to describe the spectrally dependent surface reflectance [5,46,47]. As a result,
the released dimensions make the retrieval of aerosol properties possible. Predefined aerosol models,
including three spherical fine models and a non-spherical coarse model, and their optical properties
were built by cluster analysis of AERONET inversion products [48]. During the retrieving process, one
fine model is selected according to geographic location and season. A mixture of the coarse model and
the selected fine model is implemented to generate the lookup table (LUT) of calculated spectral TOA
reflectance [13]. The mixing ratios and AODs are optimally determined by comparing the LUT and
the observed spectral TOA reflectance [5]. The 3 km and 10 km versions of DT algorithm are based
on the same inversion theorem, but differ in the principle of selecting useful pixels [13]. In the DB
algorithm, pixels over continents are classified into three categories (arid/semi-arid, general vegetation,
and urban/built-up and transitional regions) based on the land cover types. Over the arid/semi-arid
regions, surface reflectance is determined from a dynamic database depending on location, season,
normalized difference vegetation index, and solar/sensor geometry. Over general vegetation regions,
as in the DT algorithm, the relationship between VIS and SWIR surface reflectance is parameterized.
Over the urban/built-up and transitional regions, a hybrid of these two methods is used to assume the
surface reflectance. The optical properties of dust and smoke aerosol models are prescribed as a function
of location and season. Analogous to the DT algorithm, the mixing ratios of these models are determined
while deriving AODs. In heavy dust cases, a maximum likelihood method is used to pick from a suite of
aerosol optical models with different spectral single scattering albedo (SSA) in VIS bands, namely “whiter”
or “redder” color [14].

Different quality assurance schemes are used in the DT and DB algorithms. In the DT algorithm,
the used TOA reflectances in a 10/3 km pixel are aggregated from 500-m pixels within it. After removing
500-m pixels with the highest 50% and lowest 20% reflectance, cloudy pixels, and pixels failed the dark
target test, the remaining 500-m pixels are used to make average TOA reflectance as the inputs for
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retrieving. The quality assurance flag of the DT algorithm (QA_DT) is determined mainly based on the
number of used 500-m pixels and absence of thin cirrus. For the 3 km DT algorithm, the same quality
assurance flag is defined [5,13]. The DB algorithm retrieves spectral AODs first at 1 km clear-sky and
snow-free pixels. Then, average all of the available 1 km AODs to produce 10 km AOD. The quality
assurance flag (QA_DB) is calculated from the total number and standard deviation of 1 km AODs [14].
On the basis of previous studies, retrieved AODs marked as QA_DT = 3 or QA_DB ≥ 2 are reliable [17].
In this study, MODIS AODs are grouped into several datasets according to satellite platforms, algorithms,
and QA flags. These datasets were named as P-AA-Q, where P is ‘T’ for Terra or ‘A’ for Aqua, AA is
‘DT’/‘DB’ for 10 km DT/DB algorithms or ‘3K’ for the 3 km DT algorithm, Q is ‘B’ for good quality
(QA_DT = 3 or QA_DB ≥ 2), or ‘A’ for all quality (QA_DT ≥ 0 or QA_DB ≥ 1). For instance, ‘T-DT-B’
stands for retrieved 550 nm AODs from MODIS onboard Terra at 10 km resolution using DT algorithm
with QA_DT = 3. Besides 550 nm AOD datasets, the cloud fractions are used to assess the sub-pixel
clouds contamination in the retrieving processes. For the 10 km DT algorithm, the average distances from
cloudy pixel are extracted to further examine the influences of vicinal clouds.

2.3. Comparison Method

Following the spatio-temporal collocation technique of Ichoku, et al. [49], the MODIS AODs
surrounding ground site are averaged and compared with the sun photometer AODs averaged within
a time window. The size of spatial averaging box is associated with the time window by aerosol
diffusion speeds. A widely used collocation method is 50 km by 50 km box with the ground site in
the center and corresponding ±30 min of MODIS overpass assuming that the aerosol diffusion speed
is 50 km/h. But the relatively large averaging box may reduce the representativeness of averaged
MODIS AODs because of topographic and/or aerosol type heterogeneity [15,21,25]. As shown in
Figure 1, the ground site is located in a trough valley that is surrounded by mountains exceeding
500 m in height. Hence, we select a 20 km by 20 km averaging box as the inner dashed box in Figure 1.
The MODIS pixels across the east or west boundary of this box are discarded to ensure the averaged
AODs representing the state in valley floor. Because of the complicated terrain in this region, the wind
speed is relatively low (the annual mean wind speed is about 2 m/s) and its vertical gradient is
small [50]. Therefore, a low aerosol diffusion speed is expected and is assumed to be 30 km/h in this
study. Hence, a 20 km by 20 km box and a ±20 min time window are selected to collocate the MODIS
and sun photometer observations.

The averaged MODIS AODs (τM) are evaluated by comparing with sun photometer AODs (τS)
using linear correlation regression analysis. Several evaluation metrics are considered, including the
number of matchups (N), the linear correlation coefficient (R), the slope (S) and intercept (I) of the
linear regression, the median bias error (MBE) and root mean square error (RMSE) between τM and τS,
and the fraction of matchups (f) in agreement within the EE of the DT algorithm, (±(0.05 + 15%)).
Although the DB algorithm defines EE in a different manner and the 3 km DT algorithm has a less
stringent EE, we choose EE of the 10 km DT algorithm as a unified criterion. These metrics represent
different aspects of MODIS performance. N gives an estimation of the sampling rate. R is related
to the ability of capturing AOD variations. S and I primarily provide evaluations of the prescribed
assumptions in the algorithm. Non-zero I mean errors in calibration or surface reflectance assumption.
Non-one S means systematic bias, which is mainly caused by improper aerosol models. MBE stands
for the overall systematic bias and indicates whether or not MODIS algorithms overestimate AODs.
RMSE denotes the random errors, such as sub-pixel clouds contamination and variations of surface
and aerosol properties [15,21]. MBE and RMSE are defined in the same way, as presented in de Miguel
and Bilbao [51]. The definition of f is according to the description in Levy, et al. [15].
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Validation Results

The validation results of MODIS AOD products against sun photometer measurements are
presented in Figure 2 and Table 1. Figure 2 shows the scatterplots with sun photometer AODs and
MODIS AODs from the 10/3 km DT and DB algorithms for both Terra and Aqua. The statistical values
of evaluation metrics are summarized in Table 1.

In general, MODIS AOD products are well correlated with ground observations but there are
obvious biases against sun photometer AODs. The minimum of the correlation coefficients for the
considered datasets is 0.88 and most of them are larger than 0.90. The remarkably high correlation
indicates that the 10/3 km DT and DB algorithms are all capable of capturing the AOD variations
in Chongqing. The RMSE for the DT (both 10 km and 3 km versions) and DB algorithms are about
0.20 and 0.35, respectively. The DT algorithms slightly overestimate AODs with the MBE between
0.1 and 0.2. On the contrary, the MBE for DB AODs are between −0.19 and −0.31, suggesting that
the DB algorithm significantly underestimates AODs in Chongqing. As a result of random and
systematic errors, none of these algorithms can provide more than 66% of retrieved AODs within EE.
The maximum f for the DT and DB algorithms are only 61.76% and 38.38%, respectively. Even though
considering a relaxed EE (±(0.05 + 20%)), the f for the DT algorithm does not exceed 64% (not
showing in Table 1). When comparing with validations of MODIS C6 products in other regions of
China [19,22,52], the correlation coefficients are relatively higher for both of the validated algorithms
in Chongqing. The RMSE for the DT algorithm are lower than those in most of the other regions,
while higher RMSE are identified for the DB algorithm. AODs from the 10/3 km DT algorithm
have comparable accuracy in Chongqing than that in most of the other regions of China. But poorer
performance of the DB algorithm is verified.
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Table 1. Statistical results for the validations of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) aerosol optical depth (AOD) products against ground based sun photometer AODs. Numbers
in parentheses are the results when both algorithms provide retrievals.

Dataset N S I R RMSE MBE f (%)

T-DT-B
46 0.98 0.14 0.94 0.19 0.11 56.52

(38) (0.94) (0.15) (0.95) (0.18) (0.10) (60.53)

T-DT-A 77 0.90 0.24 0.93 0.22 0.17 53.25

T-DB-B
64 1.04 −0.33 0.91 0.37 −0.31 31.25

(38) (0.82) (−0.24) (0.88) (0.42) (−0.35) (15.79)

T-DB-A 100 1.10 −0.34 0.91 0.36 −0.25 31.00

T-3K-B
80 0.88 0.26 0.94 0.22 0.19 40.00

(38) (0.94) (0.19) (0.96) (0.19) (0.15) (44.74)

T-3K-A 89 0.94 0.24 0.95 0.24 0.20 35.96

A-DT-B
34 0.87 0.19 0.92 0.17 0.10 61.76

(31) (0.87) (0.18) (0.92) (0.16) (0.10) (64.52)

A-DT-A 67 0.77 0.27 0.88 0.20 0.10 52.24

A-DB-B
58 0.88 −0.16 0.92 0.32 −0.24 25.86

(31) (0.79) (−0.14) (0.85) (0.32) (−0.27) (22.58)

A-DB-A 99 1.07 −0.22 0.88 0.33 −0.19 38.38

A-3K-B
64 0.81 0.25 0.91 0.20 0.12 56.25

(31) (0.89) (0.18) (0.94) (0.16) (0.11) (61.29)

A-3K-A 72 0.85 0.24 0.90 0.21 0.14 51.39

In Chongqing, the complex terrain and high cloud cover [50] make the quality control procedures
extremely important in AOD retrieving. As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, the number of matchups for
the 10 km DT and DB algorithms are increased by half if we turn the rigorous quality control to slack
one. But, the 3 km DT algorithm does not show such enormous increase of N. The retrieved AODs with
lower confidence are more possible to be influenced by unscreened cloudy pixels. Thus, in Figure 2 the
MODIS AODs with good quality (red dots) are apparently smaller than those with all of the quality
(black squares). As a result, the overestimations of the DT algorithm gets slightly worse while relaxing
the quality control. Including potential cloud contaminated pixels may remedy the underestimations of
the DB algorithm to some extent. Therefore, the improvement in terms of RMSE and MBE should be
unreal. By synthesizing the sampling rate and accuracy, the DT AODs with QA_DT ≥ 0 are acceptable in
Chongqing. But, for the DB algorithm, even the most confident AOD seems unreliable in quantitative
analysis applications.

The retrievals from MODIS onboard Terra and Aqua estimate the clear-sky AODs at different times
of the day. The overpass of Terra and Aqua are around 11:00 a.m. and 14:00 p.m. local time (UTC+08:00)
in Chongqing, respectively. Due to the enhanced cloud formation in the afternoon, there are fewer
matchups for Aqua than Terra [25]. However, comparisons of the statistical results demonstrate that Aqua
MODIS performs better than Terra MODIS. For the DT algorithms, the RMSE and MBE of Aqua AODs
are smaller, and f are higher. The RMSE, MBE, and f of Aqua AODs from the 3 km DT algorithm are close
on magnitude to those of Terra AODs from the 10 km DT algorithm. For the DB algorithm, the RMSE
and MBE of Aqua AODs are closer to 0 than those of Terra AODs. But, the f of Terra AODs are higher.
Overall, Aqua MODIS provides fewer matchups with sun photometer measurements but more accurate
AOD products.
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(b) Aqua 10 km DT AODs; (c) Terra Deep Blue (DB) AODs; (d) Aqua DB AODs; (e) Terra 3 km DT
AODs; (f) Aqua 3 km DT AODs. The red dots (black squares) represent MODIS AODs with good (all)
quality. The gray dashed lines are the expected errors (EE) of ±(0.05 + 15%) and 1:1 line. The red (black)
solid lines are the linear regressions of red dots (black squares). The regression equations, number of
matchups (N) and fractions of matchups falling in EE (f) are presented in texts.

As shown in Figure 2, the DT algorithm seems to be superior over the DB algorithm in Chongqing.
However, because more matchups are included in the evaluation of the DB algorithm, it is insufficient
to conclude that the assumptions and retrieving methods of the DT algorithm are better. In order to
eliminate the potential influences of different matchups, such as diversities of sun/sensor geometry
and aerosol properties, we compare the retrieved AODs with sun photometer AODs for the cases
when both of the algorithms provided retrievals with good quality. The scatterplots are presented in
Figure 3 and statistical results are listed with parentheses in Table 1. After removing the sampling
bias, the number of remaining matchups for the 10 km DT AODs does not decrease significantly and
the other evaluation metrics (R, RMSE, MBE, and f) vary slightly. For the 3 km, DT AODs that are
exceeding half of the matchups are discarded. Small changes are added to R, RMSE, MBE, and f.
In these picked cases, statistical results for the 3 km DT AODs are robust and are quite close to those
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for the 10 km DT AODs. This consistency meets the expectation because these two products share
identical theoretical basis. However, for the DB algorithm, the retrieved AODs after discarding are less
correlated with and more underestimating the sun photometer AODs. This implies that the relatively
poor performance of the DB algorithm, as shown in Figure 2, is not caused by extra samples. Thus, the
DT algorithm does prevail over the DB algorithm in Chongqing. Careful inspecting and improving of
the DB algorithm are requisite.
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3.2. Error Analysis

The inversion algorithm retrieves AODs from observed spectral TOA reflectance.
Processes contributing to the TOA reflectance include the scattering of incident solar energy
by atmospheric constituents and reflecting of the direct and scattered solar radiation by underlying
surface. Hence, the aerosol optical assumptions and surface reflectance determination are important
error sources in the MODIS AOD retrieval procedures. We conduct linear regression analysis between
MODIS AODs and sun photometer AODs for both of the algorithms to investigate the accuracy of their
assumptions about aerosol models and surface reflectance. The regression lines are shown in Figure 2,
and the resulting slopes and intercepts are listed in Table 1. The slope of the linear regression tends
to be associated with the assumptions of aerosol models (specifically the SSA of aerosol particles).
The intercept is related to the accuracy of surface reflectance estimation [15,16].

From Figure 2 and Table 1, we can infer that the slopes of regression for 10/3 km DT datasets
with good quality are less than 1, while it is larger and less than 1 for T-DB-B and A-DB-B, respectively.
The absolute departure of S from 1 for A-3K-B is the largest among all of the datasets with good quality.
The other S are within the EE, namely 0.85–1.15. This indicates that the aerosol models used in the
DT and DB algorithms are applicable in Chongqing despite the existing deviations. A slope smaller
than 1 means that the prescribed aerosol model scatters more incident radiation to the observing
direction than that in reality, or overestimate the SSA of aerosol particles, and vice versa. Hence, in
Chongqing, a more absorbing aerosol model should be used for the DT algorithm in order to further
improving AOD products. For both of the algorithms, the diurnal variations of SSA should be taken
into consideration while implementing retrieval for Terra and Aqua. Kuang, et al. [53] suggested that
the enhanced hygroscopic growth due to higher relative humidity caused higher SSA in the morning
than in the afternoon. This is consistent with the result that S for Aqua datasets are less than those for
Terra. Therefore, importing different aerosol models for Terra and Aqua could potentially improve the
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AOD products. However, seldom studies on the aerosol microphysical properties and corresponding
optical properties in Chongqing have been reported in the literatures.

Intercepts of the regression imply that the DT algorithm slightly underestimates the surface
reflectance and the DB algorithm is on the opposite. When considering only the datasets with good
quality, the minimum (maximum) absolute values of the intercepts for the 10 km DT, 3 km DT and DB
algorithms are 0.14 (0.16), 0.25 (0.26) and−0.16 (−0.33), respectively. The 3 km DT algorithm provides
poorer estimations of surface reflectance. The cloud masking and AOD retrieving schemes of the 10/3 km
DT algorithm are the same. But, the 3 km DT algorithm uses some 500-m pixels, which are discarded
by the 10 km DT algorithm. Including some of more potential unsuitable pixels can explain the larger
intercept for the 3 km DT algorithm. When including only the intersection matchups of the DT algorithm,
their regression coefficients are almost the same, as shown in Figure 3, and parenthesized I values in
Table 1. For the DB algorithm, the surface reflectance is overestimated to a greater extent. The intercepts are
−0.33 and−0.16 for Terra and Aqua, respectively. Tao et al. [22] gave regression coefficients for the 10 km
DT and DB algorithm when the two algorithms both provided matchup. The intercepts for the 10 km DT
algorithm were about 0.13 at Beijing (in northern China), 0.09 at Hangzhou (in eastern China), and 0.05 at
Hong Kong (in southern China). Their absolute departures from 0 were less than 0.05 for the DB algorithm
in these three cities. By comparing with the parenthesized I in Table 1, we find that in Chongqing, the DT
algorithm estimates surface reflectance at similar accuracy with that in the urban area of northern China.
But the DB algorithm terribly overestimates the surface reflectance, although it was robust in Beijing,
Hangzhou, and Hong Kong. Another feature is that all of the intercepts and MBE are positive for the DT
algorithm and negative for the DB algorithm. The absolute values of the intercepts for all datasets with
good quality are larger than the absolute values of relevant RMSE and MBE except RMSE for T-DT-B,
RMSE for T-DB-B, and RMSE and MBE for A-DB-B. This implies that the offsets of AODs that are caused
by errors of surface reflectance are the major contributors to the overestimations/underestimations of the
DT/DB algorithms and influences from other factors compensated these biases to some extent. To verify
this, the TOA reflectance at 0.66 µm was extracted from MODIS products as inputs of the 6SV radiative
transfer model to calculate the surface reflectance by conducting atmospheric corrections [54]. Because no
information on aerosol models are available, we used four built-in models of 6SV to represent the possible
variation ranges, including the Continental, Urban, Desert, and Biomass models. The SSA of these four
models are 0.89, 0.68, 0.97, and 0.92, respectively. The atmospheric correction was conducted only for
cases with CE318 AODs less than 0.5. In total, nine cases were found. The surface reflectance from the
DB/DT algorithms and atmospheric corrections are presented in Figure 4. Because aerosols in the real
atmosphere are a mixture of different types, the atmospheric corrected surface reflectance using the Urban
and Desert aerosol models might be close to the possible upper and lower limits. The results show that
the surface reflectances from the DB algorithm were obviously overestimated and those from the DT
algorithm were much lower. Hence, adjusting the surface reflectance assumptions for both algorithms is
crucial to improving the accuracy of MODIS AODs in Chongqing.Atmosphere 2017, 8, 227  10 of 18 
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3.3. Influence of Cloud Contamination

Successful cloud screening is critical in retrieving aerosol properties from satellite observed TOA
reflectance. In Figure 5a, the median biases between the MODIS and sun photometer AODs in different
bin of the mean cloud fractions for the DB and 10 km DT algorithms are presented. In low cloud
fraction cases (i.e., cloud fraction < 60%), the median biases for the 10 km DT algorithm increase as
the mean cloud fractions. But, there is a decreasing tail when the cloud fraction is greater than 60%.
The variation trends of the median biases for the DB algorithm are similar to that for the 10 km DT
algorithm but with a stronger fluctuation. The differences between the maximum and minimum biases
for A-DT-A and A-DB-A datasets are less than 0.1 and near 0.2, respectively. In clear-sky cases (with
cloud fraction between 0% and 20%), the median bias of the 10 km DT algorithm is close to the overall
median bias (0.1, as shown in Table 1). However, for the DB algorithm, the median bias in the clear-sky
cases is more negative than the overall bias (−0.19). This indicates that the 10 km DT algorithm could
efficiently reduce the cloud contamination in aerosol retrieving process. But, the DB algorithm includes
more potential cloudy pixels and leads to higher retrieved AOD, which compensates part of the offsets
that are caused by improper surface reflectance estimations.Atmosphere 2017, 8, 227  11 of 18 
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Figure 5. The median biases between the MODIS and sun photometer AODs in different bin of (a) the
mean cloud fractions for the DB and 10 km DT algorithms and (b) the mean cloud distances for the 10
km DT algorithm. In the lower panel, the AOD differences of individual matchup are presented as
gray dots and the red squares are median biases for the mean cloud distances less than 2, within 2–3,
3–4, 4–5 and equal to or larger than 5. Only the datasets with all quality of Aqua are included.

In the 10 km DT algorithm, the cloud pixels are screened at 500 m resolution. The distance from
the nearest cloudy pixel for each 500-m pixel is also reported. The biases between the A-DT-A dataset
and sun photometer AODs as a function of the mean cloud distances are presented in Figure 5b.
The median biases in different bin of mean cloud distance are plotted as well. The median biases
decreases as the mean cloud distance increases when the cloud distances are less than 4. There are too
few matchups in cases with larger cloud distances to decide the trends. The maximum median bias
occurs at the clouds vicinity (with a cloud distance less than 2) and much larger than the overall bias
for A-DT-A dataset. This may be caused by the more potential sub-pixel cloud contaminations and
three-dimensional scattering of the clouds [55]. The relatively high biased retrieval in clouds vicinity
suggests that in order to remedy the cloud influence to the greatest extent, it is of equal importance to
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consider the cloud distance besides cloud fraction in the quality control processes. A distance of 1 km
(two 500-m pixels) away from the cloudy 500-m pixel is recommended.

3.4. Influence of Collocation Method

The collocation method, the spatial averaging box, and the temporal averaging time window,
is essential to make a comparison between the satellite and ground observations [49]. In previous
studies, several factors that could produce occasional large AOD differences had been identified,
including topography [15], land use [25], and gradients of AOD or aerosol optical properties [21].
In Chongqing, the terrain is quite complicated, as shown in Figure 1. The resulting clustered emission
sources and poor diffusion conditions lead to severe variations of AODs and aerosol properties at different
locations. Most of the emission sources are concentrated in the same valley floor where the ground site is
located in. The AODs in the surrounding areas are smaller in most cases. Hence, in this study, we choose
the inner dashed box in Figure 1 as the spatial averaging boundaries to make sure that the pixels in hilly
areas or vicinal valleys are excluded. To show the effect of the collocation method, we select a 50 km by
50 km box (the outer dashed box in Figure 1) to validate the Aqua MODIS 3 km AODs with good quality.
The result is shown in Figure 6. When comparing with Figure 2f and Table 1, the number of matchups is
doubled with no surprise. Because that lower AODs are included in the spatial average, the MODIS AODs
in Figure 6 are lower especially in the high AOD cases. As the surface reflectance estimations of the DT
algorithm are more suitable in non-urban areas, the intercept for 50 km by 50 km box is more close to 0
than that for 20 km by 20 km box. The difference between the statistical results indicates that in complex
terrain region, the size of the averaging box should be regulated according to the local circumstances.Atmosphere 2017, 8, 227  12 of 18 
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3.5. Representativeness of MODIS AOD

As mentioned above, Chongqing is one of the most frequently cloudy areas in China. The sampling
rate of MODIS AODs is expected to be lower than most of the other regions. Hence, the representativeness
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of MODIS AOD products is questionable and needs to be testified. In Figure 7, we present the time series
of the monthly mean AODs of MODIS products and sun photometer observations from 2010 to 2015.
All of the averaged MODIS AOD products are with good quality and the available retrievals have to cover
at least 20% of the days of the entire month (about six days), the same sampling rate criteria implemented
for sun photometer AODs. The median, 25% and 75% percentiles, minimum, and maximum of the
sun photometer AODs are shown as well. In the cases when the mean of MODIS and sun photometer
simultaneously exist, the mean AODs of the DT and DB algorithms are higher and lower than the mean
sun photometer AODs, respectively. This is consistent with the validation results in Figure 2. None of
the monthly mean AODs from November to February passed the sampling rate test during 2010 and
2015. As a result, the MODIS AOD products are unable to provide seasonal variations in Chongqing.
The Terra MODIS provides more valid monthly mean AODs than the Aqua MODIS. Hence, the Terra
MODIS is suitable to provide the monthly mean AODs in summer and autumn, and the Aqua MODIS is
only useful in limited months. In conclusion, both the accuracy and coverage of the monthly mean AODs
from MODIS are very poor in Chongqing.Atmosphere 2017, 8, 227  13 of 18 
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Figure 7. Time series of the monthly mean AODs of (a) Terra and (b) Aqua MODIS products with good
quality and the sun photometer observations from 2010 to 2015. The gray, red, blue and black dots are
the monthly mean of AODs from the sun photometer, 10 km DT, 3 km DT, and DB algorithms. In the
box-whisker plots, the horizontal bars, upper and lower limits of the boxes are the medians, 25% and
75% percentiles. The whiskers are the minimum and maximum sun photometer AODs.

The discrepancy between the monthly mean AODs of MODIS and sun photometer may be
caused by biases of cloud screening processes, the uncertainty of retrieval algorithms, and the diurnal
variation of the AODs. The cloud screening of CE318 and MODIS might remove some cases of high
aerosol loading. Conversely, some unscreened clouds could cause overestimates of AOD [13,45,56].
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The total influence of cloud screening biases is complicated and needs more careful investigation.
In the error analysis we address the main causes of algorithm uncertainties are the errors of surface
reflectance estimations, especially for the DB algorithm. Therefore, the accuracy of the retrieved
AODs is expected to be improved after revising the surface reflectance schemes. Because the AODs
at MODIS overpass are related to the daily mean AODs, the gaps between MODIS monthly mean
AODs and daily mean AODs could be adjusted. So, the biases between the monthly mean AODs
from MODIS and sun photometer may not be a serious issue. The low sampling rate of MODIS in
Chongqing is primarily caused by high cloud cover. Meanwhile, the 3 km DT algorithm could provide
more coverage of monthly mean AODs than the 10 km DT algorithm with tiny AOD differences.
This indicates that retrieving at 3 km resolution may capture more clear-sky pixels between cloudy
pixels. In the discussions on cloud contamination, we find that the cloud detection of the DT algorithm
is quite effective and a distance of two 500-m pixels away from the cloudy pixel is recommended to
remedy the cloud vicinity effects. Hence, it is meaningful to make a trial of retrieving AOD at a finer
resolution, e.g., 1 km [57] or 500 m [58], using the DT algorithm after adjusting the surface reflectance
determination and taking into account the cloud distances.

3.6. Discussion

Although this study is focused on local issues, several findings are expected to inspire concerns
in other regions. Firstly, besides the commonly conducted validation of MODIS AOD products,
the representativeness is included in the evaluation as an aspect of the product quality. This is critical
in the application of the long-term average of these products. For instance, according to the results
of representativeness tests, the annually mean AODs should be biased toward summer and autumn
in Chongqing. Hence, cautions should be taken while comparing these annual means with those in
other regions. Secondly, the overestimation of surface reflectance in the DB algorithm reduced the
confidence of the surface reflectance assumptions, as verified in several cities of China [22]. This evokes
the demand of validating the DB AOD products in wider regions carefully. The reasons causing surface
reflectance errors need to be further investigated. Thirdly, future research is expected to quantitatively
examine the impact of SSA diurnal variations on the retrieval accuracies.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we evaluate the MODIS AOD products by comparing with ground based sun
photometer observations in Chongqing. The validation results show that MODIS AOD products are
well correlated with ground observations but obvious biases exist as well. Aqua MODIS provides less
retrieval than Terra MODIS because of the different overpass time. The DT algorithm has comparable
accuracy in Chongqing than that in most other regions of China. But, the DB algorithm significantly
underestimates AODs, even for the most confident retrievals. After discarding the extra matchups for
the DB algorithm, the underestimations still exist. Based on the results of validation and analyzing the
impact of quality control and sampling rate differences, we conclude that the DT algorithm prevails
over the DB algorithm in Chongqing.

The error analyses identify that the deviation of surface reflectance estimation is the main error
sources for both DT and DB algorithms. In the DT algorithm, the surface reflectance at visible
wavelengths in urban areas is slightly underestimated. In the DB algorithm, the surface reflectance is
overestimated to a greater extent. Hence, it is crucial to adjusting the surface reflectance assumptions
for both of the algorithms in Chongqing. Besides, correction on the prescribed aerosol models is
also needed to further improving the AOD products. A more absorbing aerosol model should be
used for the DT algorithm. For both algorithms, the diurnal variations of SSA should be taken into
consideration while implementing retrieval for Terra and Aqua.

Influences of some other factors, such as cloud contamination and collocation method, are also
examined. The results indicate that the cloud screening of the DT algorithm is quite successful in Chongqing.
But, the DB algorithm makes a poorer cloud masking. Both the cloud fraction and cloud vicinity effects
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are very important to remedy the cloud influence. A distance of 1 km (two 500-m pixels) away from the
cloudy 500-m pixel is recommended. The collocation method used for finding satellite-ground matchups
could also leads to occasional discrepancy. The selection of the spatial averaging box should be regulated
according to the local circumstances, especially in complex terrain areas.

The monthly mean of MODIS AOD products and sun photometer observations are compared to
check the representativeness of MODIS AOD products in Chongqing. The Terra MODIS AOD products
are valid to represent the mean status in summer and autumn, but failed to describe the seasonal
variations because of the lacking of samples from November to February. Meanwhile, the monthly
means of Aqua MODIS AODs are quite limited in Chongqing. Integrating the results of error analysis
and cloud contamination examining, we suggest that the representativeness of the DT algorithm may
be improved if we retrieve AOD at a finer resolution, e.g., 1 km or 500 m, after adjusting the surface
reflectance determination and taking into account the cloud distance.
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Abbreviations

AERONET the Aerosol Robotic NETwork
AOD Aerosol Optical Depth
CARSNET the China meteorological administration Aerosol Remote Sensing NETwork
CSHNET the Chinese Sun Hazemeter Network
DB Deep Blue
DT Dark Target
EE Expected Error
LUT Look-Up Table
MBE Median Bias Error
MISR the Multi-angle Imaging Spectroradiometer
MODIS the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
POLDER the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances
QA Quality Assurance
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
Suomi-NPP the National Polar-orbiting Partnership
SWIR Shortwave Infrared
TOA Top of Atmosphere
VIIRS the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite
VIS Visible
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